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5Reasons Why CloudMosa Secure 
Browser is the most secure, smart
and cost-effective Solution

Citing a survey, Goldman notes 45% of corporate CIOs expect to accelerate their spending on cybersecurity; 
one of the top items is to improve security in web browsing. If you are looking for an enterprise secure browsing 
solution, we’d like to help you to choose wisely. Here are the top 5 reasons that CloudMosa Secure Browser is 
the most secure, smart and cost-effective solution.

Technological Superiority in Cybersecurity
As you can imagine, the most secure way to surf 
the Internet is to have two physically separate 
computers. One computer is used for work and 
other important tasks in an isolated network, and 
the other computer is used for web browsing. If 
anything happens to the second computer, the first 
one will still remian safe. Based on this concept, 
CloudMosa now offers you a second computer in 
our cloud. With our innovative system architecture, 
you can use your existing computer to remotely 
control the browser in our cloud, and your PC will 
stay safe all the time.

SaaS – An Affordable, Reliable and Scalable Solution
The most well-known aspect of SaaS (Software as a Service) is its unique ability to lower enterprise total
costs for hosting software services. With a Cloud-based Secure Browser solution, you can easily setup the
secure browser for your organization in a half-hour. As your organization grows, you can simply add more 
users via the admin tools, and we will take care of the rest for you.
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Superior Experience
While most browsers depend on the limited local computing power to
render web pages, our secure browser can leverage the cloud computing 
power to do everything better and faster. With the revolutionary Cloud 
architecture, our JavaScript and rendering engine can process web 
pages up to 400% faster than a regular personal computer. CloudMosa 
Secure Browser delivers an exceptional user experience for end-users.

Platform Domination
Your enterprise may have different desktop platforms. No problem! CloudMosa Secure Browser supports all 
major versions of Windows desktop. In additional, we provide equal support for Linux desktop environment 
and will support Mac OS version very soon. We keep customers safe while browsing on all desktop platforms.

Smart Bandwidth Saving
Modern web designs are getting heavier. Based on a recent survey, the average web page surpassed the
3 MB mark. CloudMosa Secure Browser uses a proprietary compression algorithm to transmit web data to
your computer, and it can save up to 90% of your bandwidth on regular web browsing.
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